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Teen stars are best friends on and off screen
Trio set to debut in new teen online series Miss Behave

HOLLYWOOD, CA (May 4, 2010) �  How often in an actors career are they given the opportunity to 
work on a production with their off-screen best friends?  For three stars of the highly anticipated web 
series Miss Behave, that dream is a reality.  Starring as childhood besties, Tori (Jillian Clare - Days of 
Our Lives, Victorious), Dylan (Brett DelBuono – The Cleaner, Let Me In)  and Danielle (Jenna Stone – 
Rock the House) these teens didn't need much coaxing to portray on screen best friends.  Jillian 
shares. “As an actor, it was amazing because we didn't have to work on chemistry, it was already there 
for us.” Jenna added “We've been best friends for a while and it was really comfortable – I can't wait to 
see what next season is like!”

The first season of Miss Behave wrapped mid-February and follows the lives of the Archer children; 
Tori, always the good girl, and the apple of her Daddy's eye, has discovered her wild side but gets more 
than she bargained for when she begins deceiving her childhood friends to cover up her exciting new 
alter ego.  Older brother Billy has his own set of challenges, dealing with an overbearing mother, new 
found adult responsibilities and sexual identity issues. 

Jillian added “It's funny because Brett's character (Dylan) is in love with my character (Tori) and Jenna 
(Danielle), is always heart broken because she's in love with Dylan.”  She continues “Tori is oblivious to 
all of it because she's off in her own world of lies with her new hot, bad-boy boyfriend Riley Clark.” 
Jillian and Brett first met in early 2006 on the set of the short-lived FOX comedy, The Winner, when 
they portrayed the flashback young teens of the lead characters.  Ironically, even then, his character 
was in love with Jillian's.  They reconnected in the summer of 2007, and brought Jenna into the mix 
shortly thereafter, creating this dynamic best friend trio.  “The friendship between the three of us was 
infectious and spread to all of the cast and crew; everyday was a blast to show up to set” added Brett. 

Says creator and executive producer Susan Bernhardt, “Though our show is yet to debut, we are 
moving forward with pre-production of Season Two which is slated to shoot in August.”  She continues 
“The response following the release of the trailer has been phenomenal with many seasoned young 
actors coming forward expressing interest in joining our talented cast; moving ahead we have plans to 
bring on several recognizable Young Hollywood faces to our sophomore season of Miss Behave”.   As 
the series evolves and positions itself in the web world, look for a revamped website to unveil at 
http://missbehave.tv in the coming weeks, plus details about the full scale red carpet premiere party 
and other exciting announcements about the web series.  Get ready to get hooked - Miss Behave is set 
to launch soon and claim its place in the online viewing habits of the Echo Generation and more!
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